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There is increasing interest in the subject of ancient and
mediet,al bindings. Some modern binders use and adapt
these old strtrctures in their work. The following notes b1,

Adrienne Allen, on some particularly ancient specimens
should be ofinterest to many ofour readers. Please note
that the currency of some of the Internet linlcs quoted can
not be guaranteed. However, there is much other
information rrailable on the net to assist binders wishing
to ttse this style in their work.

In 1945 a gnostic library was found hidden in a sealed jar
in a cave near the Egyptian village of Nag Hammadi. The
texts were written on papyrus in the third and fourth
centuries and bound as codices.

Gary Frost's discr"rssion on the development of the paged
book from the papyrus scroll can be found at
http : //qic. s t anfor d. edu/s g/bp g/annual/ 

"- 
I 7/bp I 7 - I 0. httnl.

If I read him correctly he considers that the Coptic
monastic rwiters needed to produce easily transported
and concealed documents rvhich stood up to a lot of
handling, because the times were in turmoil and religious
disagreements rife.

A discussion of the development of the codex book is at
ht tp : //t+utw. ab s o I ut e as tr on omy. c om / encv c I op e d i o/ c/ co/ c o
dex.htm.

Helen Pinto contributes this description to an internet
discussion group:

There's the Nag Hammadi and the Hammadi Coptic
codices, which are two prety different animals. The
Nag Hammadi codices are the earlier of the two, and
consist of a single quire of papyn-rs pages sewn over
tacket supports directly to the rwap-and-tie cover.
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The cover usually has lots of ties - top, bottom, and
sides with at least a flap on the fore-edge and
sometimes the top and bottom too. The cover is
similar to later Westem European limp bindings in
that the leather cover is pasted over a liner (made of
papyms) and then covered with the pastedown. The
spine, such as it is, is covered with leather, but it's
almost a glorified pamphlet. The quire stitches are
visible on the "spine".

{http : //lists. gall ow gl as s. or g/p ip er m ai l/ e ks t at i oner s / 2 0 0 5 -
Febnrury/}00045.htmD

The folded papyrus folios allorved the economy of
writing on both sides of the sheet but the fragility of the
stitched quire led to the use of reinforcing pieces of
leather under the stitches or tackets to prevent tearing of
the pages.

THE NAG HAMMADI CODEX I BINDING
See http : //wvvw. nb. no/baser/s choyen/5/5. I for a detailed
description of a binding held in the Schoyen Collection:

Nag Hammadi, Egypt, 2nd half of 4th Cent, sheep
leather, stained brown on the hair side, size 30x15 cm
closed, made from one piece of leather, 34x43-45 cm.
Flap of the outer edge of upper cover 30x7 cm, to be
folded around the edge of the codex with a sfrap (now
gone) to be wrapped around the binding several times.
Sfraps at the middle of the top and bottom of both covers
to be tied when closed. The inside was lined rvith 4-6
layers of papyrus as cartonnage. Leather sffips, l-3 cm
wide, were folded in and pasted down over the
cartonnage. Along the edge extended to the flap, a ship
of 30x2-3 cm was added in place of a fold. The rvhole
was covered with papy'us pastedown. 2 leather stays,
7f,-3 cm, to protect the inside of the papyrus quire fold,
and the 2 thongs are preserved. The thongs passed
through the stays, the quire, the cartonnage (papyrus used
to stiffen he covers) and the leather, 2, 6,24 and 28 cm
from the top of the spine to be knolted outside the spine.

The plan below is based on the description above.

Nag Hmadi Codex Cover Pln

Lining of
L5layers
of papynts
to stilfien cover

Stzy and
gathering held to
cover with a tacket
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Tacketing

This method of attaching the folio to the book cover is
described la Bookbinding and the Conser-vation of Books,
A Dictionary of Descriptive Terminologt, available on
llne at http : //p a I imps est. stanford. edtl don/dt/ dt 3 4 2 9. html.

Early tacketing involved punching two holes through the
centre fold of each section, as well as the vellum cover,
about l/2 to 3/4 inch apart. The ends of a strip of vellum,
gut, or leather lacing were passed though the holes from
the inside, wound around each other and knotted at each
end.

Morocco Bound
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Gary Frost's example can be found at:

hxp : //www. I ib. u i ow a. e du/ cons erv atio n/ m o de ls/ cat agor ie
s / e ar ly%o 2 0 c o d etc/ m- 4 5. htm I

Pulling the Book Dorvn
* A little patience will save time spent repairing and

reinforcing sections damaged through hasly pulling
apart. The application of paste to soften old glue on
the exposed paper is recommended.

Sewing
* When pulling the thread out of each sewing hole,

pull along the length ofthe book, not at right angles
to the spine. This will prevent tearing the hole,
which can be especially annoying if you have
already repaired the back fold.

* Keep your sewing firm and make sure each
successive section is bedded down on the section
below. A weighted stick can be used to do this,
lightly knocking the section down between the tapes
as you sew.

Blocking
+ Bookcloths and blocking foils are not always

compatible. Test before blocking. A blind
impression can assist with course textured cloths, by
flattening the grain.

* Ensure that the book or case to be blocked is held
steady on the platen. A template or jig made of
bookboard can be useful here. The important thing is
to \qve assurancp that the case won't move if a
number of impressions are required.

Anna Embree's example at the same site:

hup : //www - I ib. uiow a. e dtt/ c o ns erv at i on/mo dels/ c at agor ie

s / e arl,'%2 0 c o dex/ m - 4 6. html.

Because there is no adhesive used to attach the folio to
the cover, some conservators are considering its use as a
conservation binding. It would be possible to use

synthetic materials such as Tyvek or polypropylene for
the cover. These materials may be hot stamped or a

printed label could be attached with adhesive.

Morocco Bound Winter (May) 2009
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The basis of the following article is Bookbinding and the
Conserttation of Books: A Dictionary of Descriptive
Terminologt. Roberts, Matt T. and Don Etherington.
(http://cool-palimpsest.stanford.edu/don/don.html). A
reprint of the original, printed in 1982, is availablefrom
the Etherington Conser-vation Center
(http : //donetherington. com/bookbinding_boolu. htm), and
through the variotts secondhand bookselling sites on the
net.

In hand binding the basic purpose of the endpapers is to
take up the strain of opening the covers of the book,
which would otherwise be on the first and last sections or
leaves. This is of particular importance in the case of the
upper cover and flrst section or leaf. The endpapers
(specifically the pastedowns) cover the raw edges of the
covering material where it is turned over the boards, as

well as the inside surfaces of the boards themselves. The
free fly leaves protect the first and last printed leaves of
the book. In addition, the board papers and fly leaves
next to them have long provided a medium for
decoration.

In library and edition binding, particularly the latter, the
endpapers perform the crucial function of holding the
texl block in its covers, or case. In many instances, only
the endpapers hold the book and case together. In library
binding, on the other hand, where the spine-lining
material is considerably more substantial than that used
in edition binding, the lining assists considerably in this
function-

The paper used for endpapers is of considerable
importance-not only the quality of the paper but also
the marmer in which it is used. Its pH should not be less

than that of the paper making up the book, and preferably
higher, but it should not, in any case, be less than 6.5 or
more than 8.5. The basis weight of the paper should be

sufficient so that when the adhesive is applied, the
moisfure will not cause the paper to cockle, as cockling
causes problems when the book is later cased-in.
Furthermore, thin paper will swell excessively when
moist, and then when it dries will shrink and warp the
covers. There is also the danger that the adhesive will
strike through and cause the board papers and adjacent
Ieaves to stick together.

The grain or machine direction of the endpapers should
be parallel to the binding margin of the book; otherwise
difficulty rvill be experienced in casing-in. When the
grain of the paper is at right angles to the binding margin,
the expansion of the paper is lengthwise, and, because

one edge is secured to the text block (either sewn or
tipped to iQ, that edge cannot expand; consequently the
paper rvill buckle along it. If the book is cased and then
pressed, these buckled areas will cause unsightly
urinliles on the board papers.

When colored endpapers are used, they should be made
with fast colors so that the moisture of the adhesive will
not cause the colors to offset onto the leaves ofthe book.
When endpapers are lithographed or printed with maps or
illustrations, they, too, should be printed with an ink that
will not offset. (It should be noted that when a book with
map, or otherwise pertinent endpapers, must be rebound,
the endpapers must be carefully removed and rebound
with the book, as they generally cannot be reused as

endpapers; this step is expensive, and doubly so when the
front and off papers are different, which requires that
both be retained.)

Marbled endpapers were at one time used extensively,
but today their use is confined almost entirely to a limited
number of books bound by hand. If marbled paper is
used, the same precautions as to gain direction and color
fastness should be observed.

The most commonly used style of endpaper construction,
at least in edition binding, consists of nothing more than
folded sheets tipped to the front and back of the text
block. This structure is not altogether unsatisfactory if
the book is to receive careful and little use, but it is
entirely unsatisfactory for a book that is to be consulted
frequently. Since the endpaper is attached to the text
block only by a thin line of adhesive, it pulls loose easily
leaving only a flimsy spine lining fabric made of crash or
gauze holding the case to the book. There is no
reinforcement of the joint; consequently, the board paper
splits because of the constant bending as the book is
opened and closed. These difficulties can be overcome to
a certain extent by the use of a cloth joint. Occasionally
the tipped-on endpapers are also sewn to the text block,
as though they were additional sections. This however,
just rveakens them even further, because the sewing
thread passes through only one layer of paper, resulting,
in addition to the normal strain, in a cutting effect of the
thread.

Cloth-jointed endpapers may have either concealed or
exposed joints. With the concealed joint, the fold of the
endpaper is reinforced by a strip of cloth which is
attached on the side of the paper next to the text block
and the board so that it extends about an inch onto the
board paper, thus masking the cloth. The additional
stiffness in the joint helps to retain its shape. but it also
creates a pull on the first felv leaves of the first section
because it makes the cover more difficult to open.

Separate leaves ofpaper are used for the board paper and
fly leaf in constructilg the endpaper having an exposed
joint. They are connected by means of a cloth strip which
is visible in the joint. tn edition binding, these endpapers
are made on a stripping machine, and the reinforcing
cloth is generally a thin, smoothly finished muslin. In
library binding, on the other hand, where the visible cloth
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joint is used frequently in adhesive binding, the cloth
joint usually consists of a strong, durable (cambric) linen.
Cloth-jointed endpapers are attached to the text block in
several ways. The simplest is to tip them on, which is a
weak method, When the papers have a concealed joint,
the folded sheet is tipped to the section and the
reinforcement is folded around the endpaper and section.
The cloth joint is servn to the text block along with the
section. Another method consists of sewing the cloth
joint to the section. The cloth is then folded back and
glued over the sewing. The endpaper is tipped on, and the
cloth is carried over the endpaper and glued down.
Unless the book paper is quite flexible, however, this
technique rvill cause the end sections to open as units
rather than as individual leaves.

During the first several cenfuries ofthe codex, endpapers
consisted of little more than two or four leaves of vellum
folded and sewn along with the sections of the book.
When paper became the common material for book
production, it then became necessary to reinforce the
folds of the endpapers. A common type of endpaper,
used in the first part of the 16th cennuy, consisted of a
fold of white paper employing a strip of vellum for
reinforcement. The use of printer's waste for the fly
leaves of endpapers was not uncommon during the 16th
century.

The practice of reinforcing endpapers began to decline at
the end of the l6th century, particularly in commercial
binding, partly because there were more small books
(where it was thought that reinforcement was not of great
importance), and also because it became more and more
difFrcult to obtain waste vellum in sufficient quantities,
due to the increase production ofbooks.

One of the problems commonly encounterecl u,hen la),ing
dotvn endpapers, is tearing at the joint. This can occur
when rubbing the paper into the joint, or when setting the
tvvo boards back to dry for 30 mirudes of so prior to
closing the book and pressing it.

I am really referring here to bound books, rather than
cased ones. In other words where the book is laced onto
boards (on cords or tapes) and the covering material
then added. Here, the endpapers are laid down over the
open boards, and the paper rubbed into thejoint.

My own soltttion, to strengtherz the joint, is to make the
endpapers from two folded sheets. One folded sheet is

fitted inside the other, and the two are tipped together at
one side of thefold. It is this side that is tipped on to the

first page ofthe book.

The otuside endpaper, thctt y,ottlcl be normally pasted
down, is instead torn offabottt lcmfrotn thefold. ll/hen
the next, intact endpaper is pasted dotvn, the stub forms
an etra layer under the paste down, thus strengthening
the paper over thejoint.

(Editor)
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When bindings were to have plain white endpapers, it
was a common practice to sew on four leaves at each end

ofthe text block. The two outer leaves ofeach endpaper

were often pasted together to create a stronger
pastedown, while the two inaer leaves were sometimes
pasted together to create the "made" flyleaf, commonly
associated with marbled or colored endpapers. The
doubling of the board papers was done well before the
coming of machine-made paper. This practice however,
became more important rvhen machine-made paper
became prevalent, mainly because early machine-made
paper tended to be relatively thin, and therefore weak.
All of these techniques died out in the 1830s, after which
time the more convenient procedure of making up the
endpapers separately from the book became prevalent.
Concurrently, it became the usual practice to simply tip
the endpapers to the sections instead of sewing them, not
only in regular commercial binding but also even in the
best leather work.

A widely used method of endpaper construction in the
19th century consisted of pasting a folded white to a
folded colored sheet, which was then folded around the
free colored sheet to make a waste sheet. A white flyleaf
was then tipped on followed by the made endpaper.
Another 19th century technique consisted of tipping a

folded white sheet to the text block and inserting the
white and colored made-up leaves inside up to the fold.
This provided a waste sheet, a colored board paper, a

"made" leaf which opened all the way back to the fold,
and eliminated the drag of the previous endpaper, and the
two flyleaves. A variation of this technique used today
consists ofpasting the colored and rvhite sheets together,
tipping a folded white sheet to the remaining white sheet,
and then swinging one of the white sheets around the
assembly to serve as a waste sheet.

Incidentally, it is a traditionol bookbinding practice to
hcwe onlv one endpctper colour shotving. In other words,
when coloured paper is used, it should be always pasted
onto the 'white' sheets, so that either the two colottred
pages qre seen when the covers are opened, or only
'white' when the title or half-title is seen with its adjocent

free endpaper. This practice is often not followed these
days, et,en with expensive commercictlly produced books.

(Editor)

Cloth-joined endpapers were used as early as the 1840s
but were generally not sewn in until this century. When
they were sewn, the usual method rvas to overcast them
to the Frst and last sections before sewing the book.
Inner joints of leather were used occasionally in Europe
as long ago as the 17th cenrury, especially in France, but
it was not until the second half of the 18th century that
they became relatively common in the best English
morocco and Russia leather bindings. The joints of this
period, few of rvhich lvere sewu in, were lrequently used
rvith much wider turn-ins than rvould be considered

Morocco Bound
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appropriate today, and were usually heavily decorated
rvith fillets and rolls, as well as small tools.

Watered silli endpapers were used frequently in fine
leather binding during the second half of the 19th century
and up to World War 11, but are seldom used today.
Watered silk has always been used in conjunction with
leather joints.

The zig-zag endpaper rvas devised by either Douglas
Cockerell or T. J. Cobden-Sanderson toward the end of
the 19th century. This endpaper is desiped to eliminate

Winter (May) 2009

drag on the fly leaves and text block, some thing usually
accomplished by sewing the endpaper below the gusset
so that it can expand tvith the movement of the board as

the book is opened. Unfortunately, sewing the endpaper
at only one point is structurally unsound, as it leaves the
fly leaves, as well as the leather joint (if used), secured
only by tipping. If the endpaper is sewn though both the
flyleaves and the made endpaper, rvhich is the usual
practice, the advantage of flexibility is negated and drag
results, which the endpaper was intended to eliminate.
Also called "v" endpaper, "w" endpaper.

Morocco Bound

Adrienne Allen has translated the following from the
1932 French book 'Comment Relier Soi-M€me Livres,
Journatu, Revue'by H Bourdelon. (1932). The clear
illustrations, will hopefully inspire and assist those who
wish to build their own bookbinding equipment.

All that you will need can be supplied by one or two
pairs of carpenter's hand clamps.

a) Horizontal press

Livees

Two screw threads and several ordinary boards arranged

as in Fig 23 will act as a standing press.

b) Vertical press

Two screw threads and a pair of boards arranged as in
Fig24 can act as a frrishing press and for working on the
spine.

A selection of boards to suit common sizes of books
should be prepared- Using boards with steel strips
attached makes a backing press.

t:i.q:5r
lh rurrllirrt rncl lrrcliinc

c) Press for ploughing
Take trvo boards about l5-20mm wide, 45 mm long and
l5mm thick. Assemble them squarely along their length
to make a kind of shelf (ts) which you place horizontally
on the arms of the clamps.

Irrc. u4. - Grecquage.
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P-o.-o Pri s.se

y'u e rje {;t e

Ftc.:5.

Make another board (pl) the same thickness and lengh
as the shelf but having the same width as the clamps and
place it vertically inside the vice. The book goes between
the shelfand the vertical board.

d) Ploughing tool
Have a blacksmith make a cutter, for preference in steel
about 12-15 cm long and 2 cm wide; it should come to a
point with two sloping edges on one side only (Fig 27) .

and have. Fix the blade into a chisel handle or failing this
a piece of wood, having made two cotmtersunk screw
holes in the blade to attach it to the wood.

A proper work bench will help a lot in providing support
for your presses.

Winter (May) 2009

NOTE: Since this text was written in the 1930's, more
modern tools have become available. A quick-action
clamp, 200-250 mm high and with a throat depth of
120mm, priced about S15.00, may be purchased from a
hardware shop. Smaller clamps may be bought for
smaller books. The plough blade may still be a job for a
toolmaker or blacksmith although a wood turner's chisel
may be suitable.

Manufacturers Site: Dawn Tools has images of many
clamps.

http :/iwww.dawntools.com.aulclamps_category_summar
y.php?cat_id:11

See also the Etsy site, and search under 'bookbinding'.
http://www.etsy.com.

Morocco Bound
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This interesting set of instrtrctioru is reprinted with the
kind permission of Liz Plummer, of South Wales, who
runs a very interesting blog at
ht tp : //wv,w. I izp lum m er. com/ b log.
We b s it e : ht t p : //www. I izp lumm er. c om
Etsy shop : http ://www. lizplummer. etsy. com

I think the instructions will be useful for the increasing
numbers of binders who want to explore new structures.

You need:
.:. Two pieces of mountboard. Mine were 8 cm square.
* Two pieces of painted papers, fabric, handmade

paper or similar, slightly larger than the mountboard,
to cover it.
Six pieces of painted papers (or however many you
want). Mine were 14 cm square.
Gluestick.
Scissors
Old magazine or similar to do the glueing on.

This shows how a concertina book is constructed. tt has a
cover at either end and six folded pieces of paper in
between. I used some of my painted papers, both to cover
the mountboard for the covers and for the folded paper.

1-.AlotlalOUtur't'r-
s
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This is lokta paper from Nepal with a horse stamped onir.

fashi

across the corners, glueing the paper to the card and overthe edges.

I cut a square ofmountboard (thick card) about 3 inches
square - see below - and covered it with paper. Thispaper has-been painted,with very dilute Brusho powder
paints and salt sprinkled on it to give tt 

" ,p""Hy 
"f""t.P.**o powder paints give u u"./a.ti*t,.-!ir..r, atmostlike ink.

The paper needs to completely cover the inside edges but
i, ]: ,:, necessary to cover th" ,r"ry _iaat""i_'""uur" tfr"
ilded 

papers wilt be glued on r,*". fiii, p#r is rissue

fr:tf,l":.1,1"_ 
dlyins. paper with pVA glueiscrumpred

up a Dtt when put on), painted with acrylic paint andhighlighred wirh a gotd Markul pu;i;i;"k):'""

As you can see, this is just over 3 inches square, but theexact size doesn,t matter- you can make them bigger orsmaller as you rvish. The inside folded 
-prf".r, 

*t 
".,foided into four, should be just a liftle bit smaller than thecovers - mine are about 0.25 inches smaller all round. Somy covers are 3 and orl 

31S1ti, inches square (g cm) and
the. folded paper when raid flat is jusr *'J.. i'una u nurr
XT:.::::::,(1,1..r.(ftis wiil u" r"ro"J'i,,to four). (roDvrously used the metric side of my rurer when r madethese!)

Tlke a. s.q.uare of painted paper. This shows the folds. Ipainted this with Brusho piintr, ,p.int,t.Jgruteo metallicand coloured_wax cral/ons over it, and iron-"j ii (covering
the paper rvith bakhg parchment f"f".. i."rirgf l.

H' il

::+lqr*:;;:ff:T-Lt
I cut a piece ofpa
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Fold this paper in half lengthwise, open it oul rurn it 90

degrees and fold it lengthwise again. Then rurn it over'

I

Fold the paper diagonally, press the edge
out. Just do this on one diagonal, not both.

Turn the paper over again and push the corners with the
diagonal folds towards each other so it looks like this. tf
you have done origami, this rvill be easy. When folded
flat it rvill be a square a quarter the area of the whole
piece. Repeat with all six pieces of paper,

Put the papers in the order you want to glue them on' I
lined up some blue paper and some blank white paper for

this bo^ok when I tooh this photo but ended up changing

my mind and using all blue ones - as you will see later

on!

@--#,g-HgH

u,ell and open

h

Put glue all over one square side ofthe paper. Try not to
get any glue along the edges or it may make them stick
together. Wipe any excess off.

:1i:t r,,: -.:.,,11,r L:,
' \i;:r,.tr q i. a- .

.i.. I,.,r::.,: :r ,

@ B ar4 4.I r Brr
- .,{, q.rnr t.n,:

--ffi
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Place the glued side on to
centrally and press it down.

- .* a:t u._

the wrong side of the cover

k'r.: qt

Press down hard so that it sticks! If you use a gluestick it
should stay in place fairly quickly.

Put glue on to the second piece of folded paper and
position it on top of the first the same rvay round (ie. so
that the corner with the 'flaps' is towards you).

Winter (May) 2009

Turn the whole thing round 180 degrees so that the
folded corner without the flaps is towards you and the
corner with the flaps is arvay from you.

Put glue on the next piece ofpaper and position it on top
of the rest with the corner with the flaps towards you (ie.
the opposite way round from the rest of the pages). Do
the same with the next piece of paper and then turn it 180
degrees again and put the last two pieces ofpaper on top
so that they are facing the same way as the first two you
did. (If you don't put them the right way round, don't
worry - it will just stand up differently to mine but still
look fine - in fact, I did a couple lvhere I did the first
three pieces of paper one way round then I put the next
three the other way, rather than trvo:tivo:two as I arn
showing you here). As you glue each page ou, press it
dorvn well so that it sticks and doesn't move around too
much lvhen you put the next one on.

r
Here is the book with three folded pages glued together,
one the opposite way round to the other two.

Morocco Bound
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is
rt

Here it is with all the pages glued on' ready for the cover

to be added.

Put glue on the top page, line up the cover level with the

fouE* 
"ou"t 

a"a iti"t it on, wrong side on to the paper'

fa

Now press the whole thing down well to stick it together

nicely.

Then open it up carefullV and.che.c|,n1n1-^of,the Pa9es

;J:"h:"* il".."r'"v 'r'o'ltan't 
be' Ir thev are' prize them

i'r* *,t trr""ia be fairly easy if you haven't been too

#tld'*;ih"d; giu". rt it-#pottunt to do this now' before

;r:-r#;;d"u hard' If there are anv gobs of glue on

any of the edges, wrpe them off carefully with your

fingers.

Hey Presto! A concertina book!

--- k-- -e *- n--.' oB ,!;,
r{ridra*,;*J,arH

(?r-5.-r rhdcd&dB
. nuie 1e-.- t r: i ra;€dir :

r.cr( lsEr@i-iidb&8i,1
E.4c*b.rtl*t@.r

Jd*.ri'!5r{r(il-
c?!d 34.-\d
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In 1890, the Govemment Printer published a norv very
scarce book 'The Government Printing Office', a guide
to all the parts and work done in that now defunct
establishment. I am lucky to own two copies of this book,
and have copied and bound one for the NSW Guild
Library.

At his time, the Government Printing Office was located
at the corner of Bent and Phillip Sts. The building has
now been demolished. The Office's last site of operation
was in Harris St.

Some of the hgures quoted in the book would probably
surprise many modem readers.

During the year 1890, the number of books and
pamphlets bourd amounted to 182,947, rvith the number
of sheets of paper ruled (this was the golden age of the
ruling machine) amounting to 3,533,750.

The Bookbinding Branch, supervised by a Foreman and
an Assistant Foreman, comprised 94 staff.

{. Letterpress binding - 7 finishers, I blocker, 22
forwarders, 3 apprentices

.:. Vellum binding - 9 journeymen, I apprentice
* Ruling- 5 journeymen, T apprentices
* Numbering- I journeyman, 7 apprentices
* General hands - 5 cuffers, 1 marbler, 25 folders and

sewers (all females).

The binding equipment included 5 power guillotines, 10
hydraulic presses of 100 ton load, i hydraulic press of
200 ton load, only 1 gold lettering press, I marbling
apparatus and20 sewing frames.

These were the days when workshop equipment was
powered by steam, via a belt drive system off the central
boilers. The building would have been rather noisy.
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